## CPT Code | Procedure Name                                                                 | Fee  
--- | --- | ---  
97755 | ASSISTIVE TECH ASSESSMT DIRECT 1-1 CONTACT W/WRITTEN REPORT EACH 15 MIN       | $117.00  
97542 | WHEELCHAIR MANAGEMENT TRAINING                                               | $96.00   
92507 | TREAT SPEECH,VOICE,AUDITORY DSORDR;INDIV                                    | $98.00   
92609 | THERAP SERVICE SPEECH GENERATED DEVICE INCLUD PROGRAMMING/MODIFICATION       | $297.00  
97535 | SELF-CARE/HOME MGMT TRAINING DIRECT 1-1 CONTACT EACH 15 MIN                  | $106.00  
97760 | ORTHOTIC MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING EACH 15 MIN                                 | $113.00  
97163 | PHYSICAL THERAPY EVALUATION HIGH COMPLEX 45 MINS                             | $401.00  
97167 | OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY EVAL HIGH COMPLEX 60 MINS                               | $389.00  
92607 | EVAL PRESCRIP SPEECH GENERATED AUG/ALTER COMM DEVICE FACE-TO-FACE 1ST HOUR   | $548.00  
97112 | NEUROMUSCULAR REEDUCATION 1/MORE AREA                                        | $103.00  
92523 | EVALUATION SPEECH SOUND PRODUCTION W EVAL LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION AND EXPRESS  | $974.00  
92608 | EVAL PRESCRIP SPEECH GENERATE AUG/ALTER COMM DEVICE FACE/FACE EA ADDTL 30 MIN| $112.00  
97166 | OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY EVAL MOD COMPLEX 45 MINS                                | $389.00  
97530 | THERAPEUTIC ACTIVITIES DIRECT PT CONTACT EACH 15 MIN                          | $106.00  
97162 | PHYSICAL THERAPY EVALUATION MOD COMPLEX 30 MINS                              | $401.00  

---